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We’ve Gone Social
HSLDA wants to stay in touch with our nearly 5000 members! However,
since it seems a bit presumptuous to invite ourselves over for dinner, we’ve
come up with another plan.
HSLDA is on social media! Visit our website, subscribe to our YouTube
channel, follow us on Pinterest, and like us on Facebook. Occasionally, we’ll
even pop by your email inbox. This is the simplest and most efficient way
for us to get information out to you in a timely manner.
HSLDA wants to stay connected to YOU! Thank you for joining in on the
conversation. (And invite your friends! We want to support them in their
homeschooling, too.)
HSLDA: the partner in your homeschool success.
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The Powerful Impact of
Homeschool Dads

Embracing Every Moment to Support Learning at Home
By Peter Stock
I’ve had the privilege of working from home for much of my career; so, when Tarah and I first made the decision to try home educating more
than 12 years ago, I was able to play a part in the formal teaching. My role has certainly varied over the years from teaching certain subjects
(often math, science, history and politics), to taking primary responsibility for educating a particular child, to even ‘doing it all’ for a season.
Like many parents, we started out on this path for a variety of reasons including: concerns about the public school system, the ability to
pass along our faith and teach character, provide a stronger academic foundation, and to simply give our children opportunities they
would not otherwise have.
In addition to our formal subjects, we see many of the other activities we undertake as possible teaching moments. Even for Dads who
are working during ‘school hours’, there are teaching opportunities at other times. For example, changing a tire or fixing the dishwasher
are things a curious child could assist with. A discussion about taxes or finance can easily result from seeing a parent managing the bills.
Family vacations can facilitate learning about history and geography, and such practical skills as map reading can be imparted. When
the intense media coverage of a recent election caught our children’s attention, that became a great opportunity to find out about the
political process. Dads can also take a leading role in transmitting their faith and beliefs to their children: they can lead their family in
prayer and scripture reading.
One thing we certainly learn as parents is that our children mimic what they see us doing: both good and not-so-good. If we spend our time
reading books, we can be assured that our children will spend their time reading books. If we spend a lot of time in front of the television,
then our children will try to do that too. The words we use and the activities we participate in are what they will say and do, too.
We’ve had to face certain challenges along the way. One of the biggest is finding opportunities for our children to develop meaningful
friendships with peers. Many children in our society spend entirely too much of their free time engrossed in ‘screen time’: tv, movies,
videogames and smartphones. This interferes with developing genuine friendships.
As a result, we have become very deliberate about ensuring our children have a schedule that includes many activities that will connect
them to others. These include music lessons, team sports, and church youth groups, in addition to homeschool co-ops and field trips. I’m
often a chauffeur. We’ve also tried to make our home as open and welcoming as possible so that other children in the neighbourhood
feel comfortable spending time with ours.
While our children have received many benefits from home education, there is also a blessing I have received as a Dad that I will always
treasure. And, that is the gift of the time I’ve had with my children.
FALL 2018 hslda.ca
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HSLDA Canada and CCHE
Who’s who at these organizations?

When questions arise in your homeschool journey, we have the answers! Meet the team who is available to offer their
advice to you. Each one is or was a homeschooling parent, and each one has education and life experience in the
matters at hand.
Get to know the team better at hslda.ca/about and cche.ca/about-us

1
2
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Peter Stock, President
Homeschool father of four, public policy expert, advocate for life, family, and parental rights, and conference speaker.
Angela Smith, Director of Operations
Retired homeschool mom, grandma to homeschool children, mom of a son with exceptional needs, advocator for
and supporter of homeschooling families, and conference speaker.
Megen Zelinka, Lawyer
Family and child protection advocate, conference speaker, homeschool mom to 5 children, and homeschool graduate.
Bonnie Getty, Director of Marketing and Communications
Retired homeschool mom and support group leader, conference speaker, believer of individualized homeschool
journeys, and advocator for families with exceptional needs children.
Kerry Mullenix, Member Services Manager
Member services expert, retired homeschool mom, support group advocator, and the first point of contact for
members and families considering homeschooling.
Manon Fortin, Legal Assistant for Quebec & French Speaking Canada Members
Liaison between homeschool families and social workers, school boards, and provincial education ministers, retired
homeschool mom, and conference speaker.
Louise Frazer, Member Services Assistant (Quebec)
Bilingual, single mom, trained in techniques to assist struggling learners, homeschool mom while working from home,
and conference speaker.
Laurie Pruim, Member Services Assistant to Kerry & Bonnie
Support group volunteer, mom of 3 homeschool graduates, conference speaker, and - starting all over again - now
homeschooling 4 & 5 year old girls.
Amy Dore, Finance Manager
Resident finance expert with years of bookkeeping experience at various companies, retired homeschool mom and
support group treasurer.
Dawn McKenna, Financial Assistant to Amy & Administrative Assistant to Angela
Monthly membership expert, homeschool mom of 2 teenage boys, and leader of a homeschool co-op group.
Cindy Taylor, Fund Development Manager
Retired homeschool mom, strong supporter of the homeschooling community, and experienced direct sales and
business strategist.
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Lisa Knight, Member Services Assistant to Kerry and Amy
Conference Planner for the NHEC, and homeschooling her two preschool daughters.

15

Laurel Coatsworth, Media Relations Specialist
Reaching out to communities, connecting with media, writer of blogs, news columns, and press statements,
public speaker, and served as a homeschool instructor in Africa.

16

Cathy Robinson, Families in Need and Discount Group Programs Liaison
8 years serving with CHENL (NL Provincial Group), retired homeschool mom, and struggling learner mentor.

Emily Timmerman, Operations Assistant
Homeschool graduate, homeschooling her two preschool boys, administrative guru and Salesforce expert.
Samantha Cameron, Exceptional Needs Specialist
Registered teacher, tutor, retired homeschool mom of daughters with learning challenges, believes that each
homeschooler has a unique path, and conference speaker.
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HSLDA Canada and CCHE work with a team of experienced writers, translators, website
technicians, videographers, and graphic designers. We want to thank Blueprint, Brightmark,
Images Inc, Hooray Designs, Dinah Whitton, Jean jr. Landry, Catherine Malichecq, Matthew
Mullenix, Gail Baines, Andrea Urbaniak, Derek Gyssels, and Tyler MacIntyre for their expertise
and help serving home educators in Canada!

The office will be moving in December to accommodate our growing team. We will be in the
same 980 Adelaide Street South business complex. Watch for updates!

FALL 2018 hslda.ca
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Life in Verse – HSLDA Poetry Contest
Homeschoolers are a creative crew, so at HSLDA, we want to show off your student’s work.
We have created a Poetry Contest just for you!
Why would your students want to enter a Poetry Contest?
• It allows them the opportunity to have their poetry enjoyed by a broader audience beyond family and friends.
• Our experienced panel of Judges will offer positive feedback on each student’s entry as a way to encourage your students to keep creating.
• It allows your student the opportunity to add a unique contribution to their growing portfolio as they prepare for post secondary life.
• And did we mention there are cash prizes for the top entries?

Contest opens October 1 and closes December 15, 2018.

Find all the details and submission form on our website: hslda.ca/poetry-contest
We are looking forward to showcasing your student’s work on our website and beyond!
Watch for details about our Photo Contest: Life in Focus in Spring 2019.

Photo ID Cards are NOW Available to All Canadian Homeschoolers
Order Your Teacher and Student ID Cards - Today!
Even though there’s so much to consider during the school year, HSLDA Canada is here to help you along the way.
Teacher and student photo ID cards are now available to Canadian homeschoolers! HSLDA members will pay $15
per card per school year.
Visit your HSLDA Member Site for more details: members.hslda.ca
Not a member yet? That’s ok! You will pay just $20 per card per school year.
For more info go to: cche.ca/homeschool-photo-id-cards
Feel free to contact us by email: info@hslda.ca or phone: 519.913.0318
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Provincial Updates

Homeschooling in Saskatchewan and Québec
By Megen Zelinka

Saskatchewan

Québec

Over the past few weeks, Saskatchewan homeschoolers
have been getting in touch with us to report that they are
having issues with their Written Education Plans (WEPs).
Homeschoolers in Saskatchewan notify one of twentyseven school divisions in Saskatchewan of their intent
to homeschool, then submit a WEP to their division,
which reviews it to ensure that it complies with the
Home-based Education Regulations and policies. Several
school divisions have refused to process some families’
WEPs, and requested revisions or more information
before processing. Families who have never had issues in
submitting their WEPs are reporting that they are being
asked for more information and revisions this year.

The first school year with Québec’s new homeschooling
law has begun. The Homeschooling Regulation was
released on June 13th, 2018, and contains detailed
requirements for homeschooling, including: submission
of a learning project, a midterm report, and a completion
report, plus attendance at a “monitoring meeting” with
the Ministry of Education, and an evaluation (with five
evaluation options listed from which to choose).

We are working with Saskatchewan Home-Based
Educators (SHBE) to address the issue directly with the
Ministry of Education, and you’ll be hearing more from
us and from SHBE. Please get in touch with us if you are
being asked for additional information by your school
division, and forward your WEP and any correspondence
from the Ministry to us. SK homeschoolers, please keep
an eye out for further updates on this situation.

Québec homeschoolers notified the Ministry of their
intention to homeschool by September 1st, and
prepared to submit their learning projects by September
30th. The Ministry prepared an online portal, through
which homeschoolers could notify and exchange
correspondence and paperwork with the Ministry. That
portal was closed since September 8th and under repair
after experiencing technical issues. The portal has now
reopened and now appears to be functionally well.
HSLDA Canada has prepared three templates for parents
to use in order to provide the information now required
by regulation - one each for the learning project, the
midterm/written status report, and the completion
report. We’ve also provided a detailed guide for how to
use the learning project template, with further guides for
the midterm and completion report to come. In August
2018, we released a guide to homeschooling with the
new law jointly with the provincial association ACPEQ.
Check it out on your Member Site.
HSLDA’s next step is to prepare submissions on the
content for the Ministry’s guide on good homeschooling
practices, which the Ministry must release by July 1st, 2019.
Stay tuned for news regarding the online portal and the
upcoming deadlines for the 2018-2019 school year!
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Middle School Mayhem

Navigating through the Change with Home Education
By Dinah Whitton
Parents of middle school children are often caught off guard during this poignant developmental stage. Home
educators can take advantage of having more time to observe their children and adapt accordingly. However, it is
essential to learn more about what they’re going through to adequately support them through these “tween” years.
Since middle school consists of grades 6-8, we’ll examine the average age group to give us a better understanding.
According to Chip Wood, author of Yardsticks – Child and Adolescent Development, 12-year olds are often
unpredictable, and “swing between childhood and adulthood.” The following are some highlights of this
developmental stage based on the Yardsticks theory.

SOCIAL

• Peer opinions matter more than parents or teachers
• Major responsibilities become attainable
• Careless with things that seem “unimportant” (like chores)

PHYSICAL

• Very energetic: require plenty of sleep, exercise and food
• Both boys and girls typically experience growth spurts
• Enjoy physical education and sports

COGNITIVE

• Understand and enjoy sarcasm and sophisticated jokes
• Set goals and concentrate well
• Enthusiastic about school work that appears useful (research projects, science experiments or drama etc.)
While all children are not alike, many of them share similar characteristics at this stage. Parents and educators that
have consistently spent time with this age group have an interesting perspective on these students.
Mr. Brown* is a father of three and has been a private Christian school teacher for over 17 years; and, he understands
the importance of home education. He has spent countless hours with middle school students and believes
alternate methods of education – beyond the traditional school system – are necessary for academic success.
“These students are capable of far more than we think.” Mr. Brown said. “Our goal as parents is to work ourselves
out of a job.” From his experience, he believes this is the age when parents start letting go and allowing them to
fail and fall. Mr. Brown advises parents not to walk away either, “It’s a difficult dance between giving them what
they need and having them figure out how to do it.”
Ms. Connor* has been an educator in the public school sector for over 20 years and stresses the importance of
parental involvement. Even now as an elementary school principal, she encourages parents to remain involved
with in their children’s academics regardless of their evolving independence. “Usually parents are more involved
in kindergarten, but they start pulling back during the middle school years.” Ms. Connor shared. There is so much
happening during this time frame that affects how students perform academically. With their bodies changing,
peer pressure and an increased workload, it can be overwhelming. Academic challenges can be a result of
other struggles in their environment. Ms. Connor encourages parents to utilize community resources, including
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workshops that aren’t just about academics. “Mental health issues for children are real and knowing that there are
resources to help you navigate through these challenges is invaluable for parents.”
From infancy to the end of the teenage years, parents have the ability to observe, embrace and educate along the
way. As a new parent those sleepless nights seemed endless. But, as time progressed, it proved to be just a short
period of your child’s history. The middle school years will come and go, and one day it’ll be a distant memory.
After all, it really is just another part of growing up – pimples and all!
Source:
Wood, Chip. Yardsticks: Child and Adolescent Development Ages 4-14, 4th edition. Massachusetts: Center for Responsive Schools, Inc. 2017.
*Names have been changed upon request to maintain anonymity.

The Middle School Transition
From Public School to Homeschool
By Dinah Whitton
Making the decision to homeschool can be quite the involved process. Making that decision while your child
is already in middle school adds another layer to this important thought process. The reasons to switch to
homeschooling are unique to every family. Whether there are academic or social challenges, it is possible to have
a successful transition.
During grade 7 the Daley* family noticed that their only child was excelling in school, but she was often bored
and frustrated. The quality and level of education seemed lower than what they received at her age. “There was
a lot of busy work, and projects geared towards the social cause of the day.” Mrs Daley recalled. And, with the
added interruption of classroom drama, they concluded that the school system was not doing a very good job of
educating their daughter. In addition, they felt there was a “good deal of effort expended in indoctrinating her.”
The Daley family admits their transition was difficult in the beginning. From getting household chores done,
to dealing with resentment and the isolation that both mother and daughter initially experienced. Fortunately,
through time and patience they enjoyed getting to know each other better and building a closer bond. With their
eclectic homeschool style, they have designed their daughter’s curriculum based on her interests and their ability
(and inability) to teach. This includes online courses and community resources for specialized areas. If a particular
curriculum does not work with her learning style, they simply find or develop one that does.
The Daley family encourages parents making the transition to be patient. Don’t be afraid of having some structure
and rules, for example, no devices while completing school work and consequences for work handed in late. They
also recommend that parents discuss the benefits and challenges with their children. “Older children should also
have some input into deciding what they want to learn, so that the children feel more vested in their own education.”
Now at age 15, Kayla*, appreciates her home education experience. Although, she admits that it can be difficult to
maintain a structured schedule. However, she recommends that students her age research what homeschooling
is like. As an only child she discovered that connecting with other homeschooled children is helpful. “Find a
homeschool group with children your age; preferably with a co-op program.” Finally, Kayla provides some sound
advice that every parent educator can appreciate, “Don’t slack off on your work just because you don’t have to go
to a regular school.”
*Names have been changed upon request to maintain anonymity.
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Stories of a Second
Generation Homeschooler
From preschool to highschool, to a homeschooling working mom

My name is Emily Timmerman and I was homeschooled from preschool all the way to the end of high school.
Growing up, being homeschooled felt so normal. I would be taken off guard by people asking why I wasn’t in
school, “well, we just do our school whenever we are home, what do you mean?” Being homeschooled became
my identity, who I was, and something I was proud of.
Questions from my peers growing up always were fun for me. “So, how do you make friends?” was my favourite
(since somehow I managed to meet them!). I attended a co-op, which I loved, and I had a great community of
homeschooled friends.
As for homeschooling itself, I loved it. I am a self taught learner, so it was a great method of learning for me. I
remember doing oral reports for my family, and I loved the input I had on what I would be learning. If we wanted
to study medieval history, even though it wasn’t in the traditional syllabus, we could!
In the high school years, I did most of my work through textbooks. But, my parents helped with plenty of questions
and tutoring of the material. They naturally taught responsibility and how to manage my time during those high
school years. I was given the option to go out to high school; but, homeschooling just worked better for me as a
lifestyle because I loved the flexibility it offered me.
Homeschooling through high school gave me the opportunity to start my career during Grade 12. Because of the
flexibility I had, I was able to spend time pursuing other things, like music, work, nannying, and other hobbies! I am
naturally strong in the area of administration, so doing self-led school work helped me to hone those skills during
high school. I really think homeschooling actually trained me better for my field of work than postsecondary ever
could have. I now work at HSLDA as an Operations Assistant. I am so thankful to be able to make a difference in
the lives of other homeschooling families.
My husband Zach and I met at our homeschool co-op. We love the reactions we get when we tell the story of
how we met. It really does seem like an oxymoron, but we love breaking people's stereotypes of homeschoolers.
We are normal and successful! Zach completed his BMOS degree (with honours!) at Western University. He is a
testament of making it through secondary homeschooling and doing exceptionally well in university. He currently
works at TD Bank, but is about to start a new career in real estate next year.
Now we are coming full circle with beginning the homeschooling journey with our kids. Oliver (3) and Blake (1). Even
in the early preschool years, we have seen how naturally you can learn just through daily life. We love exploring
different methods of teaching, at just the right pace for where they are.
Homeschooling is already proving to be perfectly flexible for our
family as both working parents (with the help of
their homeschooling grandparents!).
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Why Should Your Family
Join HSLDA Canada
As a home educator you know the benefits of having access to solid resources to maximize your time and achieve
your goals. For over 25 years HSLDA has been working diligently to support homeschool families like yours by
providing everything needed to succeed.

Benefits of Joining HSLDA

• Legal Support
• Homeschool Support
• Homeschool Verification & Support Letters
• Insurance Coverage
• Government Letters
• Exclusive Access to Homeschool Resources
Discover many more benefits of being a member of the most trusted homeschool organization in Canada. Joining is
easy! Visit www.hslda.ca/membership to get started and join thousands of Canadian families that enjoy the peace of
mind that comes with being a member of the Home School Legal Defence Association of Canada.

Standard - $16/month* or $192 per year

A standard membership with HSLDA can be paid monthly or annually. Members who choose the monthly option
have one less thing to remember since their membership automatically renews every year (unless otherwise stated).
*plus a $15 one time administration fee

Discounted - $13/month* or $156 per year

If you’re a member of a homeschool support group your family qualifies for a discounted rate. The discounted
monthly membership option also includes an automatic annual renewal (unless otherwise stated).
*plus a $15 one time administration fee

Lifetime Membership - $1500 per family

This is a great option for families who have made a commitment to home education. Once you calculate how many
years you will be homeschooling and compare it with monthly or yearly payments, the lifetime membership may
be more cost effective. Make a one-time payment and enjoy a lifetime of homeschool support.

Preschool Membership – FREE

If all your children are under 6 years old your family can enjoy a free membership with HSLDA. This includes all the
resources and benefits of a paid membership. Once your oldest child turns 6 years old, your family can choose one
of the convenient payment options above.

HSLDA: The partner in your homeschool success.

FALL 2018 hslda.ca
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National Home Education
Conference 2018 Update
Edmonton, Alberta
By Lisa Knight & Peter Stock

This year’s National Home Education Conference (NHEC) held in Edmonton,
Alberta was completely sold out! Jay Cameron was joined by three generations
of national political leaders gathered to encourage, inform, and inspire those in
attendance: Jason Kenney, Stockwell Day and Ted Byfield.

Jay Cameron, a lawyer for the
Justice Centre for Constitutional
Freedoms, discussed the loss of
parental freedoms in education
in Alberta.

Jason Kenney, leader of the United
Conservative Party of Alberta,
spoke about the decline in
education, that homeschoolers are
surpassing their counterparts, and
how he plans to make a difference
for all Albertans.

Ted Byfield - ‘the original TED
talks’ - relayed that our freedoms
have been hard fought to obtain,
and we must train up the next
generation to work hard to
defend them.

Stockwell Day, former Leader of
the Opposition and a founder
of AHEA, spoke of the early days
of homeschooling in Alberta
and the importance of political
engagement.

Jay Cameron and three generations of national political leaders: Jason Kenney, Stockwell Day and Ted Byfield.
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We extended our town halls with specific panels including how to be effective in your local and provincial politics, how to
engage Universities to seek out homeschoolers for enrollment, and a panel on strategies for provincial conferences. These
extra panels were highly engaging, and many attendees commented on how they felt excited and equipped to go home
and use the tools they’d acquired.

With the help of Generation Joshua, teens experienced a
United Nations simulation where they became a specific
Country’s Ambassador. They delegated, created pacts,
and even dealt with dictators and broken alliances. The
end goal was a human rights treaty, an update to the
Geneva Convention, that most countries signed.

Generation Joshua Winners Carsen from Alberta,
Annabelle from Manitoba, Ty from Québec (Ambassador
to North Korea & winner of a 1 week scholarship to a
Generation Joshua camp in Washington, DC), Kristin from
Alberta, and Pat from Québec.

“The thing I enjoyed most was learning about the UN in a simulated environment and
learning all the rules and trying to use the rules to my advantage.” Ty
“Overall, the best part of the experience was going and interacting with people, having no
idea where they stood on everything and taking those risks, trying to figure things out. I
think that was the most fun.” Pat

FALL 2018 hslda.ca
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What’s New with Insurance?

A Quick Guide to HSLDA’s New Homeschool Insurance Policies
By Megen Zelinka
You’ve heard the news - HSLDA Canada has new insurance for homeschooling families and groups! But how does
it work? Who can access it? What does it cover? We’ve answer these questions and many more under “Insurance”
in your HSLDA member site. Log in and check it out for full details. In the meantime, here’s the ‘sparknotes’ version:
1. W
 e have two policies: a “general liability” policy for non-sport activities, which covers individual HSLDA members
and their families who are engaging in non-sports activities; and, a “sports policy,” which covers legal liability
for bodily injury to others, or damage to others’ property, for a wide variety of sports activities, for all HSLDAaffiliated discount groups as well as individual HSLDA member families. The “sports policy” can also be used to
cover groups who do not have 100% HSLDA membership for non-sport events.
2. If you are a homeschool group, register with us as a discount support group, receive your unique HSLDA group
number, and access the online insurance application in your group’s HSLDA member site. There is no cost to
register your group and get the group membership number. And, your members can use your group number
to get a 20% discount on their HSLDA membership fee. Please note that you need to have at least three board
members with HSLDA membership in order to register as a discount group.
3. For homeschool groups with 100% HSLDA membership, HSLDA will reimburse your group for the cost of up
to three sports insurance certificates. We will also provide all of your non-sport certificates at no cost to you. If
your group does not have 100% HSLDA membership, the group pays for its own insurance certificates for both
sports and non-sports events and activities.
4. For sports activities, you must obtain a certificate in order to be covered. There is no coverage without
the certificate.
5. Y
 ou can access the insurance application anytime online, through a secure link located in the HSLDA member
site, in the “Insurance” section.
For more details about the insurance, and information about reducing your chances of having a claim brought against
you or your group, please check out the Insurance section of our website, and contact us if you have any questions!
More and more groups are choosing to have 100% HSLDA membership. Here is what some group leaders are saying:

“We find this works well and everyone is happy to be a member of HSLDA. To each new
member we explain how important HSLDA is and how we can support the ministry
that is done through HSLDA. Thank you so much, you are such a blessing.”
Ruth Ng, Cornerstone
“We wanted our members to regularly receive accurate information on homeschooling
in Canada, and have legal assistance/representation if needed. We want to commit to
something larger than ourselves which in this case is supporting homeschooling all
across Canada.”
Faith-Anne, Shine
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Let Them Learn

One Family’s Decision to Home Educate
By Laurel Coatsworth
Marketers cater to it. Politicians stir emotions with it. Parents want more of it. Choice. In every sphere of life, choice is there,
being celebrated. Every sphere, that is, except the one, that matters most: education. In Canada, there remain few options
in this realm but more than ever, parents are exploring alternatives for their children. In fact, in Canada, from 2006 to 2012
homeschooling enrollment grew by an astounding 29% (Van Pelt).
For Alicia, homeschooling has always centered on wanting more for her children than she received as a student. While she
was strong academically, Alicia confesses she didn’t recall a lot of what was taught in the classroom. And, who can blame
her when rote learning has largely replaced concept acquisition. Having been homeschooled for only a few years and
enjoying the experience, she decided to implement the method for her own children.
Alicia’s children aren’t just learning Canadian history, but their part in a much larger narrative. Starting with Jewish antiquity,
the children’s knowledge extends to include Greek and Roman accounts, all the way through to the Reformation. In this
way, Alicia hopes to instill in them a richer understanding of culture.
The family has even begun using Google Classroom* in their studies, which has helped them keep better records and
fewer pieces of paper. This year, the children’s father scanned the entire curriculum onto his computer and the children
then used stylistic pens to input their answers.
For Alicia and her husband, the emphasis is on preparing the child for life.“You’re more of a facilitator for learning than you
are the entire source of their learning. You teach them how to learn versus what they need to know” (Goettl), explains Alicia.
The family has found the homeschooling landscape to be a freeing one. They’ve vacationed when most children would
be in school because their homework travels with them. On Fridays, they participate in a homeschool co-operative group.
Here, they learn new skills like sewing and music and have a chance to connect with other homeschooled students.
Later, learning comes to life when the children’s father shows some of the children the inner workings of a car engine and
later some carpentry basics. Valuable life skills are being taught, still something more profound is taking place. Character
is forming.“For me, it’s not as much about how well they do in math, it’s about what kind of person they’re going to be.
Teaching character is much more important than teaching anything else and that’s what I can do throughout the day”
(Goettl). Such a holistic educational approach isn’t typically found inside the average classroom.
For Alicia and her family the benefits of a home education are clear. While it is not an easy task caring for and instructing six
children under twelve, Alicia feels it is her calling in life. “It always has its challenges but anything worthwhile does” (Goettl).
*For more info on Google Classroom, please visit our blog section on cche.ca
Sources
Van Pelt, Deani Neven. Home Schooling in Canada: The Current Picture-2015 Edition. Barbara Mitchell Centre for Improvement in Education, 2015,
https://www.fraserinstitute.org/sites/default/files/home-schooling-in-canada-2015-rev2.pdf. Accessed 24 Sep. 2018.
Alicia Goettl, Alicia. Personal Interview. 6 September. 2018.
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Homeschool Transcript Template
Members Ask...We Deliver
By Kerry Mullenix
Here is a question regularly presented to the HSLDA Member Services team, from many of our membership across
Canada: “do you have a transcript template you can share with me?”

Our members ask and we do our best to deliver.
There are many areas as homeschoolers in which we need to think outside of the box. Creating a transcript
would definitely be one of those areas. Keeping a record of student experiences, courses, jobs, and volunteer
opportunities can all be useful information when producing your student’s homeschool transcript. The Building
Bridges article (one of our member family stories), in the Spring 2016 edition of our Homeschool with HSLDA
magazine, has some excellent tips on producing your own transcript. This would be a great refresher/resource to
help with your transcript writing.
And now, without further delay. Drum roll please! HSLDA is excited to announce that our members are now able to
access a transcript template on the Homeschooling through High School section of the HSLDA member site. Be sure
to log in to the member site and take a look.
Please share any suggestions with us for other material you would
like to see available on the HSLDA member site.
As always, our Member Services Team is available to hear your
comments and answer any questions you may have.

HSLDA: The partner in your homeschool success.
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Canadian Centre for Home
Education Highlights
Russia GHEC 2018

CCHE is engaged in a new initiative to advocate for your homeschooling rights in Canada and around the world.
To this end, CCHE was privileged to represent Canadian homeschoolers at the recent Global Home Education
Conference (GHEC) in Russia. Experts and scholars from more than 30 nations gathered and presented to roughly
1000 attendees.
By far, the biggest highlight for Canadian homeschoolers, was the research presented in Moscow. Scholars from
nations as diverse as Kenya, China, the USA and Austria presented research papers. CCHE was honoured to sponsor
the attendance and participation of leading Canadian home education researcher and University of Montreal
Professor Christine Brabant. The research presented in Russia will be circulated shortly by a top academic publisher.
Why does scholarly research matter? The research presented at GHEC is vital to the homeschooling movement
in Canada and around the world. We rely heavily on such data when defending families in court, and speaking
to legislative bodies to advocate for better homeschooling laws. At CCHE, we plan to feature highlights from the
studies in a new initiative, to influence public opinion through the media. Our culture as a whole needs to see
homeschooling as a valued educational choice in our society. We want everyone to know that homeschooling is
here to stay!
This is only the start of our new initiative and we need your help now to continue this work so you can
continue to enjoy your current freedoms. Thank you for partnering with us!

Donate at www.cche.ca/donate
Published with revised and updated content. Previously published on the CCHE blog at https://cche.ca/homeschool-freedom/
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The Differences Between HSLDA and CCHE
What is the difference between The Home School Legal Defence Association of Canada
(HSLDA Canada) and Canadian Centre for Home Education (CCHE)?
The Homeschool Legal Defence Association of Canada (HSLDA) and the Canadian Centre
for Home Education (CCHE) are two organizations that work together to support home
education in unique ways.

• Reliable membership-based organization
for Canadian homeschoolers
• Daily contact for everyday homeschool
questions, resources, insurance and
legal advice
For more information on HSLDA Canada
or how to join visit www.hslda.ca

• A charitable organization that promotes home
education in Canada and around the world
through research and distinct programs
• Donations (tax deductible) enable CCHE
to support families in home education
challenges including, the Families in Need
program and the Legal Defence Fund
To learn more about CCHE and how you can
donate visit www.cche.ca/donate
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Informing you of your rights.
Influencing the perceptions of Canadians.
Inspiring families on their homeschooling journey.
This is why the Canadian Centre for Home Education exists.
Monthly giving is the most efficient way to support CCHE so we can continue the work we began in
1991, uninterrupted.
Donations enable CCHE to support families in home education challenges including, the Families in
Need program and the Legal Defence Fund. Your support is critical during catastrophic events that
threaten the livelihood of homeschool families. Whether it’s a life threatening illness or a homeschool
legal battle, your donations make a difference.

Will you partner with us with a monthly gift of $100, $50 or $15?
cche.ca/donate
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Next year, mark you calendars for the NHEC 2019 in Ottawa!
Keep an eye on our website for the most up to date information.

cche.ca/national-home-education-conference

ABOUT HSLDA CANADA
The Home School Legal Defence Association of Canada is a national non-profit organization designed to support
and to protect homeschooling families in Canada. By providing affordable legal services and insurance, and
by fostering a community of support and encouragement, HSLDA makes homeschooling better. Membership
with HSLDA is inexpensive, but invaluable. Contact the office today to find out how HSLDA can help you achieve
the homeschooling results you desire. HSLDA: the partner in your homeschooling success.

To join HSLDA, visit our Website at www.hslda.ca/membership
You may also contact our office by phone at 519.913.0318
or by email at info@hslda.ca
After you have finished reading Homeschool with HSLDA, pass it on to a friend!
Home School Legal Defence Association
32B-980 Adelaide St. South
London, ON N6E 1R3

40814018
RETURN UNDELIVERABLE ITEMS TO
HSLDA Canada
32B - 980 Adelaide Street South
London, Ontario N6E 1R3

